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Abstract—The Key Delivery Message(KDM) has been designed to deliver security parameters and usage rights between Digital Cinema content processing centers. We implement KDM system that consists of KDM server which can issue KDM to D-Cinema play server and content server which can receive a KDM request from D-Cinema play server and request KDM server to issue KDM for the D-Cinema play server. Proposed KDM system provides how it securely receives the KDM related information from mastering server, how it handles the KDM information in KDM server and content server, and how it issues KDM to D-Cinema play server.

II. KDM SERVICE MODEL AND USE CASE SCENARIO

Mastering server generates DCP and KDM information for the distribution of Digital Cinema content at the mastering time. The mastering process produces DCP (Digital Cinema Package) from DCDM (Digital Cinema Distribution Master) which is the output of the Digital Cinema post-production process and is a collection of image, audio and subtitle files. Once the DCDM is compressed, encrypted and packaged, it is considered to be DCP. The mastering process also produces security information like AES-128 keys used to encrypt image, audio and subtitle of DCP[3,4,5,6]. After the mastering process, DCP is delivered to content server to distribute it to a theatre to play it on D-cinema play server and KDM information is delivered to KDM server to issue KDM to D-Cinema play server.

KDM server receives KDM information from mastering server and stores it in its local DB to generate KDM for a corresponding DCP.

If a theatre requests DCP and KDM to content server, content server will send DCP to the theatre through network, satellite, or hard-disk and request KDM server to issue the KDM of the DCP for the theatre. KDM server will issue the KDM which is specific to the D-Cinema play server which is already verified and registered in TDL of KDM server. It will be downloaded through network by the theatre.

After the DCP and KDM is transported to the theatre, it is stored on a file server of the theatre. D-cinema play server will play DCP with the KDM. During the playback and projection, digital cinema content plays out in real time. Figure 1 shows KDM service model which consists of mastering server, KDM server, content server and D-Cinema play server.
server and Figure 2 shows the use case scenario that presents how KDM and DCP is handled in the proposed model.

![Diagram of KDM service model](image1)

**Figure 1.** KDM service model which consists of masering server, KDM server, content server and play server.

KDM server receives KDM information from mastering server by using KDM message, the issuer and recipient of which are mastering server and KDM server respectively. It contains the AES-128 keys encrypted with KDM server's public key and signed with mastering server's private key. After all, KDM for a KDM server is generated and delivered to the KDM server.

KDM server issues KDM to D-Cinema play server by using the KDM message that received from mastering server. KDM server decrypts cipher data in the KDM with its private key. It replaces usage rights with the requested usage rights for the D-Cinema player server, encrypts the decrypted data with the D-Cinema play server's public key, and digitally signs the new KDM with its private key.

KDM is particular instance of the generic XML security wrapper defined by D-Cinema ETM(Extra Theatre Message) format[7,9]. The ETM consists of the AuthenticatedPublic, AuthenticatedPrivate and Signature element.
KDM server replaces some child elements of the AuthenticatedPublic element which includes information that must be visible without decryption in order to properly handle the KDM within D-Cinema systems. MessageId is newly generated. IssueDate is changed with current issuing time. Signer is KDM server and Recipient is D-Cinema play server. ContentKeysNotValidBefore and ContentKeysNotValidAfter is changed with the requested usage rights for the D-Cinema player server from content server. CertificateThumbprint is that of D-Cinema play server's certificate.

The AuthenticatedPrivate element contains encrypted keys which are encrypted for the recipient before being transmitted. It means that through encryption only a specified recipient is allowed to view this information. So, KDM server decrypts the encrypted keys with its private key. After that, it replaces the values of ContentKeysNotValidBefore and ContentKeysNotValidAfter of CipherValue element with the requested usage rights and re-encrypts CipherValue element with D-Cinema play server's public key.

Signature element which shall contain two reference fields, one for the new AuthenticatedPublic and one for new AuthenticatedPrivate provides the integrity of the KDM by using KDM server's certificate.

IV. KDM SYSTEM

A. KDM Server

KDM server is divided in KDM management, TD management and KDM issue module. KDM management manages KDM information. It registers the KDM which is generated from mastering server after it verifies the KDM according to the KDM decoding behavior[10]. It ensures the KDM issued to a D-Cinema play server will work properly at a theatre. KDM management stores the KDM with KDM information like CPL Id, title, usage rights and issued date in the authenticated public area of the KDM.
KDM issue module issues KDM to a specific D-Cinema play server by using the data of KDM management and TDL management. If request to issue a specific KDM for a D-cinema play server occurs, KDM issue module will receive D-Cinema play server's thumbprint, CPL Id corresponding to the KDM and rights usage from content server. It verifies the requested usage rights is available according to the usage rights of the KDM which is stored in its local DB. It also verifies D-Cinema play server is verified one or not with TDL in the TDL database. After that, KDM issue module issues new KDM for the D-Cinema player server.

B. Content Server

Content server receives a request to issue KDM for a specific DCP and send the request to KDM server. The inputs of the request are D-Cinema play server's thumbprint, CPL Id to be issued for the specific KDM and rights usage. Theatre can input D-Cinema play server's thumbprint by choosing the theatre name, CPL Id by movie and rights usage by the period. After that, it can download the KDM file on the web page.

V. COMPLIANCE TEST

Compliance Test Plan (CTP) was developed by DCI to provide uniform testing procedures for d-cinema equipment[10]. We test KDM which is issued from KDM server according to the CTP. And, we succeeded the test of 12 items of ETM feature and 21 items of KDM feature in the CTP. It ensures the KDM issued to a D-Cinema play server will work properly at a theatre.
We implement KDM server and content server to provide KDM service to a D-Cinema play server for a specific digital cinema content. Content server receives a request to issue KDM for a digital cinema content from a D-Cinema play server and request KDM server to issue the corresponding KDM. KDM server manages KDM information of the content and issues KDM to a specific D-Cinema play server by using the information of the KDM and D-Cinema play server. We test 12 items of ETM feature and 21 items of KDM feature in the CTP to ensure KDM compliance.

Proposed KDM system provides how it securely receives the KDM related information from mastering server, how it handles the KDM information in KDM server and content server, and how it issues KDM to D-Cinema play server.
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